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In   a   recent   analysis   of   the   tax   returns   of   commercial   donor-advised   fund   (DAF)   sponsors,   the   
Institute   for   Policy   Studies   has   discovered   that   in   2019   alone,   at   least   one   billion   dollars   in   
commercial   DAF   grants   went   to   other   commercial   DAFs.     
  

This   is   an   enormous   amount   of   money   cycling   between   giving   vehicles   rather   than   being   distributed   
outright   to   charity.   But   it   is   likely   only   scratching   the   surface   of   DAF-to-DAF   giving,   as   it   doesn’t   capture   
transfers   to   or   from   DAFs   held   at   community   foundations   and   other   mission-driven   DAF   sponsors.   
  

Opponents   of   DAF   reform   argue   that   it   isn’t   necessary   to   impose   payout   rates   on   DAFs   because   DAF   
donors   are   already   transferring   a   great   deal   of   money   to   charity.   But   if   a   significant   portion   of   DAF   grants   
are   actually   grants   to   other   DAFs,   it   skews   any   payout   rates   reported   by   these   institutions,   and   makes   it   
nearly   impossible   to   evaluate   whether   DAFs   are   actually   distributing   revenue   to   working   charities   in   a   
meaningful   way.     
  
  

Our   Analysis   
  

There   is   a   fundamental   design   flaw   with   donor-advised   funds   (DAFs).   Donors   receive   substantial   tax   
reductions   when   funds   are   placed   in   a   DAF;   in   fact,   the   wealthier   the   donor,   the   greater   the   tax   reduction.   
But   once   funds   are   in   a   DAF,   there   is   no   requirement   or   tax   incentive   for   funds   to   flow   out   to   recipient   
working   charities.   
  

As   we   detailed   in   our   report    Warehousing   Wealth ,   there   are   also   few   transparency   requirements   for   
DAFs.   There   is   no   way   to   discover   where   DAF   grants   are   going   beyond   examining   the   aggregated   
recipient   lists   in   DAF   sponsors’   tax   returns.   But   knowing   the   scale   and   destination   of   these   grants   is   
critical   to   the   taxpayer   who   subsidizes   them    up   to   74   cents   on   the   dollar .   And   that   is   especially   important   
in   the   case   of   commercial   DAFs,   where   the   sponsors   have   a   stake   in   donations   staying   where   they   are,   
generating   management   fees   for   their   affiliated   banks.   
  

As   a   first   step   in   an   effort   to   quantify   DAF-to-DAF   giving,   therefore,   the   Institute   for   Policy   Studies   
examined   five   years   of   tax   returns   for   39   of   the   nation’s   top   commercial   DAFs   to   see   how   many   of   their   
contributions   went   to   other   commercial   DAFs.   These   include   DAFs   that   are   either   sponsored   by   financial   
corporations,   such   as   Fidelity   Investments   or   Goldman   Sachs,   or   are   clearinghouses   of   DAFs   on   a   
national   scale,   such   as   DonorsTrust   or   the   Tides   Foundation.   We   did   not   examine   granting   to   DAFs   
sponsored   by   either   community   foundations   or   single-issue   organizations   such   as   universities   or   
hospitals.   What   follows   are   the   key   findings   from   our   analysis.   
  
  

   

https://ips-dc.org/report-warehousing-wealth/
https://inequality.org/great-divide/every-buck-billionaire-charity-74-cents/


  

Key   Findings   
  

Of   the   52   top   commercial   donor-advised   fund   sponsors   in   the   United   States,   39   filed   their   tax   returns   
electronically   in   at   least   one   year   from   2017   to   2019.   Unless   otherwise   specified,   the   findings   below   are   
based   on   these   39   electronically-filing   DAF   sponsors.   They   do   not   include   any   DAF   granting   done   by   DAF   
sponsors   that   filed   on   paper.   
  

● More   than   $1   billion   was   granted   from   commercial   DAF   sponsors   to   other   DAF   sponsors   
in   2019.    Over   the   five   years   we   analyzed   from   2015   to   2019,   the   39   electronically-filing   
commercial   DAFs   granted   a   total   of   $2   billion   to   other   commercial   DAFs.   
  

● Commercial   DAF-to-DAF   giving   is   growing   astronomically.    Just   $209   million   was   transferred   
between   commercial   DAFs   in   2015.   This   means   that   the   one   billion   dollars   transferred   between   
commercial   DAFs   in   2019   represents   growth   of   409%   over   the   five   years   from   2015   to   2019,   for   
an   average   effective   growth   rate   of   50%   per   year.   And   this   type   of   commercial   DAF-to-DAF   giving   
grew   at   more   than   three   times   that   rate,   166%,   in   just   the   past   single   year   from   2018   to   2019.   

  
● 31   of   the   commercial   DAF   sponsors   in   our   analysis   gave   to   another   commercial   DAF   in   at   

least   one   of   the   five   years   from   2015   to   2019.    On   average,   22   commercial   DAFs   gave   to   at   
least   one   other   commercial   DAF   in   any   given   year.   Most   DAFs   gave   to   just   three   or   four   different   
commercial   DAFs   each   year.   But   the   largest--including   Fidelity   Charitable,   Schwab   Charitable,   
the   National   Philanthropic   Trust,   the   American   Endowment   Foundation,   and   Morgan   Stanley   
Global   Impact   Funding   Trust--distributed   grants   to   16   or   more   other   commercial   DAFs   each   year.   
  

● 44   of   the   top   commercial   DAFs   received   at   least   one   grant   from   another   commercial   DAF   
from   2015   to   2019.    On   average,   33   commercial   DAFs   received   grants   from   other   commercial   
DAFs   in   any   given   year.   

  
● In   2019,   the   Fidelity   Charitable   Gift   Fund   was   the   largest   grantor   to   other   commercial   

DAFs,   and   was   the   largest   recipient   of   commercial   DAF   grants   as   well.    Fidelity   gave   $448   
million   to   a   total   of   29   other   commercial   DAF   sponsors   that   year,   while   at   the   same   time   receiving   
$231   million   in   grants   from   14   other   commercial   DAF   sponsors.   

  
  

   



  

Top   Ten   Commercial   DAFs   Giving   Grants   to   Other   Commercial   DAFs   
  

The   Fidelity   Charitable   Gift   Fund   gave   out   the   most   in   grants   to   other   commercial   DAFs,   with   a   total   of   
$651   million   granted   to   other   commercial   DAFs   over   the   five   years   from   2015   to   2019.   Schwab   
Charitable,   the   Goldman   Sachs   Philanthropy   Fund,   and   the   National   Philanthropic   Trust   also   gave   
significant   amounts   to   commercial   DAFs   over   that   time   period.   
  

  
  
  

Top   Ten   Commercial   DAF   Recipients   of   Grants   from   Commercial   DAFs   
  

Not   only   did   the   Fidelity   Charitable   Gift   Fund   give   out   the   most   in   grants   to   other   commercial   DAFs,   but   it   
received   the   most   from   other   commercial   DAFs   as   well.   Over   the   five   years   from   2015   to   2019,   Fidelity   
Charitable   received   over   $593   million   in   grants   from   other   commercial   sponsors.   The   National   
Philanthropic   Trust   and   the   Schwab   Charitable   Fund   were   not   far   behind.   
  

The   scale   of   the   DAF-to-DAF   transfers   to   Donors   Trust   are   of   particular   concern,   because   Donors   Trust   
was    set   up   specifically    to   support   organizations   advocating   for   regressive,   free-market,   anti-taxation   
economic   policy.   As   a   DAF,   they   enable   their   donors   to   do   this   with   complete   anonymity,   and   have   fought   
hard   against   efforts   to   increase   the   transparency   of   DAF   donations.     
  

  
   

https://web.archive.org/web/20190215195013/http:/mydonorstrust.org/staging/AboutUs/MissionPrinciples.aspx


  

Why   DAF-to-DAF   Grants   Happen   
  

Donor-advised   funds,   or   DAFs,   are   charitable   giving   intermediaries   that   have   grown   rapidly   in   popularity   
in   recent   years.   Donors   can   contribute   money   to   DAFs   and   receive   an   immediate   charitable   tax   deduction   
for   doing   so.   The   money   then   stays   in   the   DAF,   with   its   assets   managed   by   the   fund’s   sponsoring   
institution,   until   the   donor   recommends   grants   from   the   fund   out   to   charitable   organizations.   
  

Most   donors   to   DAFs   fulfill   the   intent   underlying   them,   which   is   that   the   grants   from   these   funds   go   out   to   
working   charities.   But   it   is   also   permissible   for   DAF   donors   to   recommend   grants   to   other   DAFs.   
  

In   fact,   DAF-to-DAF   granting   happens   frequently,   for    many   reasons .   Donors   switch   from   commercial   
DAFs   to   community   foundation   DAFs   to   have   closer   engagement   with   their   community   or   more   
qualitatively   informed   guidance   about   giving.   Donors   switch   from   community   foundation   DAFs   to   
commercial   DAFs   to   take   advantage   of   lower   fees   or   higher   yields.   Donors   switch   between   commercial  
DAFs   when   they   change   banks,   because   having   their   personal   portfolio   and   their   DAF   held   in   the   same   
institution   makes   management   easier.   And   donors   switch   between   commercial   DAFs   because   doing   so   
allows   them   to   drop   their   name   from   grants   out   of   the   recipient   DAF,   giving   them   complete   anonymity.   
  
  

How   this   Changes   Our   Understanding   of   DAF   Giving   
  

Each   year,   the   National   Philanthropic   Trust   (NPT)   releases   its    annual   report    on   DAF   giving,   one   of   the   
only   studies   on   the   topic   with   a   truly   national   scope.   The   NPT   reported   that   DAFs   made   $27.37   billion   in   
grants   in   2019,   and   that   national   commercial   DAF   sponsors   had   granted   out   $17.57   billion   of   that   total.   
The   NPT’s   figures   come   from   the   tax   returns   filed   by   the   DAF   sponsors,   which   include   grants   to   other   
DAFs   in   the   total   grants   paid   out   by   the   sponsor   each   year.    This   means   that   the   $1   billion   in   
DAF-to-DAF   granting   in   2019   accounted   for   4%   of   all   DAF   grants   and   a   full   6%   of   the   grants   from   
national   commercial   DAF   sponsors   reported   by   NPT   that   year.   
  

DAF-to-DAF   granting   is   also   skewing   the   self-reported   granting   and   payout   rates   of   individual   commercial   
DAF   sponsors   as   well.   Fidelity   Charitable,   for   example,   the   leader   of   the   pack   in   both   DAF-to-DAF   giving   
and   receiving,    reported    that   they   granted   out   $6.1   billion   to   charity   in   2019.   Yet,   according   to    tax   
documents ,    $448   million   of   that —just   under   half   a   billion   dollars—was   in   the   form   of   grants   to   other   
commercial   DAFs   such   as   those   held   at   Goldman   Sachs   and   the   Bank   of   America.    The   amount   Fidelity   
Charitable   gave   out   to   other   DAFs   accounted   for   more   than   7%   of   their   outgoing   grants.   
  
  

Implications   for   Our   Civil   Society   
  

Many   of   the   wealthiest   people   in   our   country   are   able   to   greatly   reduce   or   eliminate   their   tax   liabilities   by  
putting   money   into   charitable   giving   vehicles   such   as   DAFs.   These   personal   charitable   tax   deductions   are   
subsidized   by   the   American   public   and,   in   return,   DAF   revenue   is   supposed   to   be   granted   out   in   a   timely   
fashion,   and   used   to   support   charities   working   for   the   public   good.   But   DAF-to-DAF   granting   reinterprets   
the   promise   of   these   funds,   creating   an   increasingly   larger   and   distorted   loop   in   which   money   intended   for   
charity   instead   cycles   indefinitely   between   financial   institutions.   
  
  
  

https://www.philanthropy.com/article/donor-advised-fund-payout-numbers-dont-add-up/?cid2=gen_login_refresh&cid=gen_sign_in#.WWdmwJA-nsw.twitter
https://www.nptrust.org/reports/daf-report/
https://www.fidelitycharitable.org/content/dam/fc-public/docs/annual-reports/2020-annual-report.pdf
https://projects.propublica.org/nonprofits/organizations/110303001
https://projects.propublica.org/nonprofits/organizations/110303001


  

The   rules   governing   DAFs   are   the   only   mechanisms   by   which   the   taxpayer   can   ensure   an   adequate   
return   on   their   subsidy   of   the   charitable   tax   deduction.   Given   the   scale   of   DAF   giving   and   the   importance   
of   this   revenue   to   working   charities,   we   cannot   leave   that   societal   return   up   to   personal   donor   discretion,   
or   to   the   discretion   of   DAF   sponsors.   We   must   create   and   enforce   stronger   rules   to   guarantee   that   the   
revenue   going   into   DAFs   is   indeed   used   for   charitable   purposes.   It   is   time   to   modernize   the   rules   
governing   DAFs   to   discourage   warehousing   of   funds   and   increase   the   flow   of   revenue   to   active   charities.   
  
  
  

   



  

Appendix   I:   Methodology     
  

All   tax-exempt   nonprofit   organizations   in   the   U.S.,   including   donor-advised   funds,   that   make   more   than   
$50,000   per   year   must   file   either   a   990   or   990-EZ   tax   form    annually .   Organizations   with   total   assets   of   
$10   million   or   more   that   file   at   least   250   returns   per   year   (including   employee   W2s)   must   file   these   forms   
electronically .   This   latter   category   includes   most   of   the   top   commercial   donor-advised   fund   sponsors   in   
the   country.   
  

Unless   otherwise   noted,   all   of   the   granting   information   in   this   paper   is   based   on   an   Institute   for   Policy   
Studies   analysis   of   the   tax   filings   of   39   commercial   DAF   sponsors   that   filed   electronically   for   the   tax   years   
from   2015   to   2019.   These   are   the   most   recent   five   years   currently   available   for   most   of   these   DAFs.     
  

For   our   analysis,   we   used   a   list   compiled   by    DataLake   Nonprofit   Research    of   the   top   52   commercial   DAF   
sponsors   in   terms   of   total   assets   in   2018.   We   pulled   the   publicly   available   tax   returns   for   the   39   of   these   
sponsors   that   had   filed   electronically   for   the   tax   years   from   2015   to   2019.   We   then   matched   the   list   of   
commercial   DAF   sponsors   to   the   named   recipients   of   contributions   on   the   tax   returns   of   the   39   DAF   
sponsors.   DAF   recipients   were   matched   to   contributions   using   the   DAF   sponsor’s   unique   Employer   
Identification   Number   (EIN).   
  

All   grants   described   in   this   analysis   are   cash   grants   only;   no   non-cash   grants   were   included.   
  

A   full   list   of   the   commercial   DAFs   that   we   searched   for   can   be   found   below.   
  
  

   

https://www.irs.gov/charities-non-profits/exempt-organization-annual-filing-requirements-overview#:~:text=An%20organization%20that%20normally%20has,Organization%20Exempt%20from%20Income%20Tax.
https://www.irs.gov/charities-non-profits/exempt-organizations-e-file-large-organizations-required-to-file-electronically#:~:text=E%2Dfiling%20of%20Forms%20990,to%20file%20Forms%20990%20electronically.
https://www.datalake.net/


  

Appendix   II:   Commercial   DAF   Giving   Grants   to   Commercial   DAFs   (2015-2019)   
  

  
  
  

   



  

Appendix   III:   Commercial   DAFs   Receiving   Grants   from   Commercial   DAFs   (2015-2019)   
  

  
  

   



  

Appendix   IV:   Commercial   DAFs   Identified   in   this   Analysis   
  

Below   are   the   52   commercial   donor-advised   funds   that   we   searched   for   in   this   analysis.   The   39   in   bold   
text   are   the   DAF   sponsors   that   filed   electronically   at   any   point   from   2015   to   2019.   
  

Advisors   Charitable   Gift   Fund   
The   American   Center   for   Philanthropy   
American   Endowment   Foundation   
American   Gift   Fund   
American   Online   Giving   Foundation   
AMG   Charitable   Gift   Foundation   
AYCO   Charitable   Foundation   
Bank   of   America   Charitable   Gift   Fund   
Bessemer   National   Gift   Fund   
BNY   Mellon   Charitable   Gift   Fund   
Charities   Aid   Foundation   America   
Dechomai   Asset   Trust   
Dechomai   Foundation   
Donatewell   
Donors   Capital   Fund   
Donors   Trust   
Fidelity   Charitable   Gift   Fund   
FJC   
The   Fuller   Foundation   
Fund   for   Charitable   Giving   
Give   Back   Foundation   
Goldman   Sachs   Charitable   Gift   Fund   
Goldman   Sachs   Philanthropy   Fund   
Greater   Horizons   
BMO   Harris   Foundation   at   NPT   
Hills   Bank   Donor   Advised   Gift   Fund   

Impact   Investing   Charitable   Foundation   
ImpactAssets   
Jasper   Ridge   Charitable   Fund   
Johnson   Charitable   Gift   Fund   
JP   Morgan   Charitable   Giving   Fund   at   NPT   
JustGive   
MightyCause   Charitable   Foundation   
Morgan   Stanley   Global   Impact   Funding   Trust   
National   Philanthropic   Trust   
National   Christian   Foundation   
NEMA   Foundation   
Network   for   Good   
NPT   Charitable   Asset   Trust   
Philanthropic   Ventures   Foundation   
R   S   F   Global   Community   Fund  
Raymond   James   Charitable   Endowment   Fund   
Renaissance   Charitable   Foundation   
Rudolf   Steiner   Foundation   
Schwab   Charitable   Gift   Fund   
T   Rowe   Price   Program   for   Charitable   Giving   
TIAA   Charitable   
Tides   Foundation   
The   US   Charitable   Gift   Trust   
United   Charitable   
Univest   Foundation   
Vanguard   Charitable   Gift   Fund   

  
  


